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What was Redevelopment?
• From 1945 - 2012 the state of California allowed cities to
purchase, acquire, and consolidate land assets for development
through Redevelopment Agencies (RDA).
– If your city had RDA, it can be found on this list.

• In 2011 these entities were dissolved, leaving many cities with
extra land to dispose of, and complicated rules about how they
could use the land.
• These property assets could serve an important purpose as
sites for future affordable housing development.
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RDA Property: Two Potential Sources
• In order to advocate effectively for the best use of this land, it
is important to understand who owns former RDA properties,
and what the current obligations the properties may have.
• The dissolution process divided real property assets once held
by the RDA between two separate entities: Redevelopment
Succession Agencies and Housing Successor Agencies.
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Redevelopment Successor Agencies
• Were responsible for the majority of land assets once owned
by the RDA.
– These properties are documented in city specific Long Range Property
Management Plans (LRPMP)

• The LRPMP includes an inventory of all former Redevelopment
Agency-owned properties and a designation for how the
properties will be utilized, sold, or retained.
• LRPMP are the documents to analyze to find out what real
property assets existed outside of those acquired for housing
purposes.
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Redevelopment Successor Agencies
• LRPMP are available on the State of California Department of
Finance website.
• Click on the city you are interested in to access a .pdf with all
of the Successor Agency’s parcel information.
• All LRPMPs will include a table outlining the intended use of
each parcel.
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Example: El Cerrito LRPMP
This table is a portion
of the City of El
Cerrito’s LRPMP.
The circles indicate
what the city
proposes to do with
the parcels.
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Redevelopment Successor Agencies
• The LRPMP indicate the following about parcels:
– PERMISSABLE USE
• Land held by Successor Agencies should be marked “held for future development”
• Parcels will be designated for governmental use or held for economic development
• with a requirement to work out compensation agreements with entities owed tax
revenues (e.g. counties and school districts).

– PROPERTY TYPE/PERMISSABLE USE DETAIL
• This indicates whether housing might be an appropriate or a planned use
• Some of the parcels identified in the LRPMP may be suitable for housing
development, and will include the size and zoning designation of these parcels

• Understanding LRPMPs can be confusing. Contacting Successor
Agencies directly can help provide clarity.
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Housing Successor Agencies
• Housing Successor Agencies received assets that were
– Land designated for housing functions
– Land purchased with funds from the Low and Moderate Income Housing
Fund (LMIHF)

• These parcels are currently held for developments that would
conform to LMIHF standards
– In redevelopment project areas 15 percent of all housing units
constructed affordable to low- and moderate-income persons, including
at least 6 percent affordable to very-low-income households
– A list of showing which properties RDAs transferred to Housing Successor
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Example: El Cerrito Real Property Table
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Housing Successor Agencies
• When reviewing the Housing Asset List from the State website
look for tables labeled “real property.”
• Housing Successor Agencies are often a city’s housing or
community development department
– For an updated list of former RDA real property held by local housing
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What to Track?
If your organization is interested in understanding the landscape
of real property assets, begin by compiling a spreadsheet or
database with the following information:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Street address
Parcel #
Information about estimated value
Size of parcel
Zoning restrictions
Agreements/plans (as notes): Was this intended for mixed use? TOD?
What were the original plans?
– Designation for use in LRPMP: Held for development, to be sold,
government use
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How to Use This Information
• Find out who is in charge of your city’s Redevelopment
Successor Agency and Housing Successor Agency.
– Examples include city council staff, housing departments, or community
development departments

• Begin identifying parcels that may still be available in the
LRPMP.
• Work with local affordable housing advocates to determine if
these parcels are suitable for affordable housing or another
community development use that would benefit your city.
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